
Industry Standard Downmix Compatible Upmixing UPMAX™ v4-D  
Surroundfield Controller



UPMAX® v4-D

Drawing upon the success of its predecessors, the UPMAX v4-D 

is able to produce engaging 5.1-channel audio from two and 

three-channel sources with ease.

The UPMAX v4-D seamlessly transitions between discrete and 

upmix by combining the renowned UPMAX algorithm with 

AutoMAX-IITM auto detection.

The UPMAX v4-D is a powerhouse unit, perfect for production 

facilities and OB trucks alike.

UPMAX v4-D features:

• Extremely low latency

• AES and HD/SD-SDI I/O

• LoRo/LtRt encoder

• Full-time 5.1 and stereo outputs

• ITU BS.1770-3 loudness meter

•Cost effective and reliable

• Automatic, Manual, GPI, or metadata control

• Dual power supplies

• Industry standard UPMAX algorithm

• Fully downmix compatible

• Upmixes stereo, dual mono, and 3-channel 

inputs to engaging 5.1 channels, automatic 

bypass of 5.1 channel content

UPMAX v4-D



Based on the original UPMAX 2251, the UPMAX v4-D offers the most stable 

and trusted algorithm in use today for both production and unattended 

upmixing. 

The output is completely downmix compatible and the resulting downmix is 

nearly indistinguishable from the original two channel input.

The upmixed “Surroundfield” can be infinitely adjusted via the Center Channel 

Width control and the Surround Depth control. This allows programming 

ranging from simple stereo to LtRt to be appropriately reproduced using a 

5.1-channel playback system.

An optional bass enhancement signal for the LFE channel is derived from the 

Left, Center, and Right channels during upmixing and allows quick creation of a 

subwoofer channel without compromising the downmix. 

Loudness measurement (ITU-R BS.1770-3) of the output audio is included to 

ensure output levels are properly adjusted to comply with loudness regulations 

around the world.

Factory presets are included for typical applications such as music and 

commercials. Further adjustment is simple and new results can be stored as 

user- defined presets.

UPMAX v4-D includes a utility encoder which creates a two-channel signal (LoRo 

or LtRt) from a 5.1-channel source. This multichannel source can be the upmixed 

signal for QA and monitoring purposes, or it can be independent inputs applied to 

the unit for simultaneous upmixing and downmixing of various sources.

UPMAX v4-D is rugged and perfect for remote OB trucks, post production 

facilities, network operation centers, local station production, virtually anywhere 

upmixing  

is used.

Upmixing can be controlled via the front panel, GPI inputs, or metadata from 

serial or VANC (SDI) sources. Seamless bypass of 5.1 channel input signals is 

accomplished automatically via the AutoMAX-II algorithm

A bright OLED display, and a rotary encoder/joystick provide straightforward menu 

navigation and function adjustment. Dual, redundant, auto-ranging power supplies 

are standard to allow for world-wide operation. 

Bypass relays are provided for trouble-free operation in transmission critical 

environments.




